Afsana lives in the North
African country of Sudan
in the capital city of
Khartoum in the year
2050.

The government has
advised local residents to
take as much as they can
carry to the international
emergency migration
centre in central
Khartoum where they will
be moved to a new
country where natural
resources are available
(unlike in Sudan).

Migration is the
movement of people
from one country or
locality to another. This
can be forced or
voluntary.

Afsana’s house is very
special to her and her
family, as it has been
passed through 5
generations.

Sahara belt, south Asia
and the Middle
East/North Africa were
predicted by the report
to be the areas that
would be most at risk
from climate change.

"A staggering number of
people are being pushed
aside to make way for
dams, roads and other
large-scale development
projects in Sudan" said
the Christian Aid report
2006.

By 2050, 25 million
people worldwide
displaced by conflict and
human rights abuses, 25
million by natural
disasters, such as
earthquakes, and 105
million by large
development projects.

A billion people - one in
seven people on Earth (in
year 2007) - could be
forced to leave their
homes over the next 50
years as the effects of
climate change worsen.

Afsana’s name means
story.

The greenhouse effect
is enhanced from
burning fossil fuels,
releasing more
greenhouse gases like
CO2 and leads to
increased global
temperatures. This is
called global warming.

A report from Christian
Aid in 2007 predicted
much more future forced
migration.

Afsana doesn’t
understand why her
parents and
grandparents didn’t try
to prevent global
warming by reducing
their greenhouse gas
emissions.

Moving is stressful and A Panel on Climate Change
involves a lot of
(IPCC) report said that
organisation. Afsana
by by 20500, 49 million
cannot sell her house as
people will be
no one can live in her
malnourished, by 2080,
area now. She now has no 24-38% of people would
shelter. She hopes the
be experiencing water
people in her new country
scarcity and by 2100
are kind and help her to
hundreds of millions will
survive.
have coastal flooding.
Non-renewable resources
can't be reused again
and again. One day these
resources will run out e.g., gas, oil or coal.

"Forced migration is now
the most urgent threat
facing poor nations," said
John Davison, in 2007,
the report's lead author.

Scientists believe that
by the end of the 21st
Century, global
temperature may rise
between 2 - 6°C.

About 155 million people
were known to be
displaced 2007 by
conflict, natural disaster
and development
projects.

In 2050 it is predicted
that 850 million people
are expected to be
displaced by water
shortages, sea level
crises, deteriorating
pasture land, conflicts
and famine.

A natural resource:
land, water, air, their
mineral, vegetable &
other components, and
includes flora and fauna.

When fossil fuels are
burnt - by industry, in
power stations and in
vehicles and planes - the
gases enter the
atmosphere where they
trap more heat from the
sun.

Greenhouse gasses have
always been present in
the world's atmosphere,
their concentration is
rapidly increasing as
more and more fossil
fuels are burnt.

The Christian Aid report
used UN population &
climate change figures to
show that widespread
environmental decline will
make life impossible for
100’s of millions of
people.

Sources: http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2007/may/14/climatechange.climatechangeenvironment

In 2007, the maximum
figures for people
displacement are
uncertain because there
are no recent, global
figures on the number of
people who could be
displaced by climate
change.

Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC)
- established by the
United Nations in 1988 has stated that the
evidence suggests that
human activity is linked
to climate change and
global warming!

High
Level 5-6+-You have coloured the statements into categories (groups).
You have described and explained fully the problems that Afsana is
having to face which are forcing her to migrate. You have frequently
used keywords and given definitions for each. You have used a clear
structure (Introduction…Conclusion) to complete your write up. You
have linked all the migration issues with the causes of the problem and
given your own suggestions/opinions.
Level 4-5 - You have coloured most of the statements into categories
(groups). You have described and begun to explain the migration
mystery issues and what has occurred over time (hint- cause, effect and
response). You have used some keywords and described what some
mean. You have tried to use a structure to complete your write up. Linked
statements relating to the migration and climate change.

Level 3-4 - You have coloured some of the statements into categories
(groups). You have briefly described the cause of the issue. Lacks
explanation and keywords with definitions. Basic statements with little/no
reference to how they impact on migration and Afsana.
Low

